Role of geometrical dimensions in electrophoresis applications with orthogonal fields.
The role of geometrical dimensions in electrophoresis applications with axial and orthogonal (secondary) electric fields is investigated using a rectangular capillary channel. In particular, the role of the applied orthogonal electrical field in controlling key parameters involved in the effective diffusivity and effective (axial) velocity of the solute is identified. Such mathematically friendly relationships are obtained by applying the method of spatial averaging to the solute species continuity equation; this is accomplished after the role of the capillary geometrical dimensions on the applied electrical field equations has been studied. Moreover, explicit analytical expressions are derived for the effective parameters, i.e., diffusivity and convective velocity as functions of the applied (orthogonal) electric field. Previous attempts (see Sauer et al., 1995) have only led to equations for these parameters that require numerical solution and, therefore, limited the use of such results to practical applications. These may include, for example, the design of separation processes as well as environmental applications such as soil reclamation and wastewater treatment. An illustration of how a secondary electrical field can aid in reducing the optimal separation time is included.